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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is used to measure the success of aP3O?
A. P3OValue Matrix
B. Complexitymodeling
C. Key Performance Indicators
D. Principles for extracting value
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that
present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some

question sets might have more than one correct solution, while
others might not have a correct solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be
able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen.
You have an Azure Storage account that contains two 1-GB data
files named File1 and File2. The data files are set to use the
archive access tier.
You need to ensure that File1 is accessible immediately when a
retrieval request is initiated.
Solution: You move File1 to a new storage account. For File1,
you set Access tier to Archive.
Does this meet the goal?
A. Yes
B. No
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
Instead use the hot access tier.
The hot access tier has higher storage costs than cool and
archive tiers, but the lowest access costs. Example usage
scenarios for the hot access tier include:
* Data that's in active use or expected to be accessed (read
from and written to) frequently.
* Data that's staged for processing and eventual migration to
the cool access tier.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/blobs/storage-bl
ob-storage-tiers

NEW QUESTION: 3
Assuming the node index starts at 1, what is the out-degree of
node 3 in the adjacency
matrix shown? Refer to the exhibit.
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: B
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